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Hadamard Products of Schlicht Functions and the Polya-Schoenberg
Conjecture1)

by St. Ruscheweyh and T. Sheil-Small

Introduction

A function <p (z) is said to be convex if it is a schlicht conformai mapping of the
unit dise |z|<l} onto a convex domain./(z) is said to be starlike if it is a schlicht
conformai mapping of the dise onto a domain starlike with respect to the origin.
Throughout the paper we shall assume that our convex and starlike functions vanish
at z 0. The Hadamardproduct or convolution of two power séries/(z)= YJS anz11 and

g(z) Y,o hzn is defined as the power séries (/?£)(*) £? anbnzn. In 1958 G. Pôlya
and I. J. Schoenberg [2] made the following conjecture.

(0.1). Iff(z) and g(z) are convex, then so is (f*g)(z).

That the convolution is schlicht (and in fact close-to-convex) was first shown by
Suffridge [11]. Pôlya and Schoenberg themselves showed that the conjecture was true
in several spécial cases, and after Suffridge other spécial cases of the following proposition

were established.

(0.2). If <p(z) is convex andf(z) close-to-convex, then (<p*f)(z) is close-to-convex.

In this paper we shall establish the truth of both (0.1) and (0.2). Our methods
enable us to obtain a number of other similar results and to settle two other
conjectures. One of thèse is an interesting subordination conjecture of Wilf [13] stronger
than the Pôlya-Schoenberg conjecture, yet nevertheless still true (see section 4). Our
main proof of (0.1) and (0.2) appears in section 2, but the success of the method

requires a careful study of certain géométrie properties of convex and starlike functions
and the expression of thèse in analytic terms. This work appears in section 1.

Finally mention should be made of the Mandelbrojt-Schiffer conjecture also ap-
pearing in Pôlya and Schoenberg's paper, that if £ï° anzn and £" bnzn are schlicht in
|z| < 1, then Y,i (fljbjn) z" also is schlicht in |z| < 1. This has been disproved on many
occasions and it is not even true that Ya <V" schlicht implies Ya (aJn z") schlicht. In

x) This work was done whilst the second author was on leave from the University of York, England,
and was a guest of the University of Bonn, Germany, and was supported by the Sonderforschungs-
bereich 40 (Theoretische Mathematik), Bonn.
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particular one cannot replace/(z) in (0.2) by an arbitrary schlicht function. In section

5.3 the correct généralisation of (0.2) is briefly discussed.

1. Structural Inequalities for Starlike and Convex Functions

(1.1). It is well-known that a function /{z) Ya a«z" (ai ^°)is starlike univalent
in the unit dise if, and only if,

(LL1)

and that cp (z) is convex if, and only if,

zep" (z)
+ ^ >0 (M<1), (1.1.2)

and cp'(0)^0. It is then clear that cp(z) is convex if, and only if, zcp'{z) is starlike.

Geometrically the conditions (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) are local in nature and are analytic
formulations of the fact that for a starlike function/, w=f(z) turns monotonically
about the origin as z traverses the circle \z\ r (0<r< 1), and that for a convex function

cp the tangent vector increases monotonically. The global géométrie structure of
the image domains of the functions is therefore implicitly determined by thèse conditions.

However it turns out that in the présent problem it is essential to formulate
analytic conditions of a more explicitly global nature.

(1.2). The first condition of this type which we shall need is known [10, 12] but for
the sake of completeness we include the very short and simple proof of Suffridge [12].

(1.3). THEOREM. Ifq>(z) is convex in \z\<\, then for each zo(\zo\<\) the function

z ~ zo

is starlike.

Proof The image Dofcp (z) being convex is in particular star-shaped relative to the
point <p (z0), and hence if \z\ > \zo\

(p(z)-ç(z0)
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Now if h(z) dénotes the function (1.3.1), we hâve

2zq>'(z) z + z0 zh'(z)
<p(z)-q>(z0) z- z0 h(z) ' (1.3.3)

and this is analytic in z and z0. By (1.3.2) it has non-negative real part for |z| |zo|.
The maximum principle immediately implies that (1.3.3) has positive real part for
every z and z0 and the conclusion follows.

It can also be shown that the condition (1.3.1) is an analytic formulation of the

geometrical fact that the chord from cp (z0) to cp (z)(|z| |zo|) turns monotonically as

the circle is traversed (see [10]). The condition of the theorem is also of course suffi-
cient for convexity.

(1.4). A function/(z) £f anzn(al ^0) is said to be starlike of order \ if

RQ>i (|z|<1) (1A1)

This condition has no immédiate geometrical interprétation, but is convenient to
handle analytically and has a close relation to the gênerai class of starlike functions.
It is immediately verified that g(z) is starlike if, and only if, / (z)=z^/(g (z)/z) is starlike

of order \. Also

h(z) h1z+ h3z3 + h5z5 +•••

is an odd starlike function if, and only if,

is starlike of order \. If we put zo 0 in theorem 1.3 we see that every convex function
cp is starlike of order \y and in gênerai for each zo(|zo| < 1)

^-^ (|z|<l) (1.4.2)
z-z0

is starlike of order \. We shall require the following more gênerai condition than
(1.4.1).

(1.5). THEOREM. /(z) is starlike oforder \ if, and only if

t (,.5.,)

for\Zi\<\,\z2\<\.
Proof. The sufficiency is clear putting zl z2. For the necessity, let g (z)=(/ (z))2/z,
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so that g(z) is starlike. Consider the principal branch of arg(l— a) for |<x|<l and
observe that it extends continuously to |<r| 1, <r# 1, to give

arg(l - eiq>) ~\ + \ (0 < <p< 2tt).

Writing z rew we hâve

gj^) g(rete)
arg e,-((,^) - arg

re

=*= i{— ft + &rgg(rel^9+<p^) — &vgg(reld)}

and since g is starlike this expression does not exceed tt/2 in absolute value if0 < cp< 2n.

Thus

RqUI -,

for |c| 1, (j# 1. Consider now |zj |z2| < 1 and zx ^z2, so that for some a satisfying
|(j| l, qz£ \9 we hâve z2=z1a. We then obtain

/(QC) z2 \ q

- a

applying (1.5.2). The proof is now completed by application of the maximum principle.

(1.6). If (p (z) is convex, the function (1.4.2) is starlike oforder \ and so we can apply
theorem 1.5 and obtain a three point condition for convexity which for our purposes
is conveniently expressed in the following form. Ifq> (z) is convex, then for ail complex
numbers alt o2 an^ Gz satisfying \ak\ < I (&= 1, 2, 3) we hâve

The condition (1.5.1) can be similarly translated and we obtain: iff(z) is starlike of
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order %, then for any pair au a2 satisfying \a1\Ki\9 |<x2| < 1, we hâve

Re —r j 1 > \ (\z\ < 1). (1.6.2)

(1.7). We shall also need a relation of a différent type for the starlike functions

/(z). This is based on the geometrical observation that a domain D starlike with
respect to the origin is characterised by the property that every straight line through
the origin intersects D in a single connected segment (finite or infinité). In the terminol-

ogy of Robertson [5] the domain is "starlike in every direction". In order to give a

sharp characterisation of this property in analytical terms a few boundary properties
of starlike functions are required.

Let/(z) be starlike and let

(1.7.1)
r->l

The limit V(t) exists for ail real t and has the following properties.

V(t) is monotonie increasing with t. (1.7.2)

V (t + 2tt) V (t) + 2n for every t. (1.7.3)

0)+V(t-0)) for every t. (1.7.4)

Thèse results are established for example in [3]. We now set

k(t) sup{s:V(s) < V(t) + tt}

It is immediately verified that h(t) and k(t) are non-decreasing functions of t which

satisfy

h(t + 2tt) h{i) + 2tt, k{t + 2n) k(t) + In (1.7.6)

for every real t. We then hâve

(1.8). THEOREM. For each real t let t* dénote any number satisfying h(
Then

Im L-iV(t) eW> (1 - ze-(t) (1 - ze~itm) ^\ > 0 (1.8.1)

in\z\<l.
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Proof. For fixed t we consider the function

W(6) lim arg{<T'K('>
re

is periodic in 9 with period 2tc and we aim to show that

(1.8.2)

n. (1.8.3)

To do this it is sufficient to consider the range t^6^t+2n. We consider four cases:

(i) 0 t. Then

2"

0 if (* < or
Thus

- if t < t* < t + 2n
2

0 if t* t

n if ** f + 27r.

(ii) t<O<t*. Then

lim arg{(l — ret(0~f)) (1 — rel^e"***)} 6 — ¦ t*)

andhence PT(0)=F(0)~F(O. Since V(0)is increasing, W(6)>0. Since 0<t*^k(t),
V(0)^V(t) + n. Thus (1.8.3) follows in this case.

(iii) 0 /*. If /* f or / + 27c then (1.8.3) follows from case (i). Thus we may assume
that t<t*<t+ 2n. Then

lim arg{(l - re1 (a"°) (1 - re1 <*-<*>)}
2

which gives ^(f*)=-F(/)+F(**)-7t/2. Now if h(t)<t*<k(t), then F(f*)
tt and so W(t*) n/2. If h(t) t*<k(t), then F(/*)< F(f) + 7r and so

2. Also F(** + 0)^F(0+ 7r and F(r*-0)^F(0 and therefore applying
(1.7.4), V(t*)> V(t)+n/29 which gives W(t*)>0. If h(t)<t*=k(t), we obtain in a
similar manner tt/2< PF(/*)<7i. Lastly, if h(t)=k(t)=t*, then

F(0 + V(t* + 0) < V(t) + 2%

and applying (1.7.4) we obtain
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(iv) t*<Q<t+2n. Then

lim arg{(l - ref <*"'>) (1 - ré (0-'*>)} 0 - |(f + t*) - n

and so W(0)=V(0)-V(t)-n. Since 0>h(t), V(0)^V(t) + n and so W(0)>0.
Also V(0)^V(t + 2n)=V(t) + 2n so

We now hâve (1.8.3) in ail cases. Let

2n

0

By Poisson's formula we hâve for \z\ <R< 1

arg

t; (z) as .R -> 1 by the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem. From (1.8.3) we hâve
and the theorem follows.

(1.9). This resuit leads to new coefficient inequalities for starlike functions, but
thèse will not concern us hère. If the resuit is applied to odd starlike functions (t*

t+ n) the condition (1.5.1) for functions starlike of order \ again émerges. The
theorem is used at a crucial moment in the proof of Pôlya and Schoenberg's
conjecture, although not in quite the sharp form which we hâve obtained hère.

2. The Conjecture of Pôlya and Schoenberg

(2.1). THEOREM. Let q>{z) and \j/(z) be convex univalent functions in the unit
dise. Then (ç * *A)(z) & convex univalent in this dise.

(2.2). THEOREM. Let (p(z) be convex andf(z) close-to-convex in the unit dise.

Then (ç*f)(z) is close-to-convex.

(2.3). The proofs of thèse results go together and will occupy this section. We
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recall that a function/ is close-to-convex if there is a convex function \j/ such that

It is well-known that close-to-convex functions are univalent. The following lemma

plays a central rôle in the discussion and is a modification of a lemma appearing in [6].

(2.4). LEMMA. Let <p{z) and g{z) be analytic in \z\<\ and satisfy (p(0)=g(0)
0, <p'(0)#0, g'(0)^0. Suppose that for each a (\o\ 1) and a (|a| 1) we hâve

1 + OLGZ()00*0 (0<|z|<l). (2.4.1)</>(*)*!g00*0 (0<|z|<l).
1 —¦ oz

Thenfor each function F(z) analytic in \z\ < 1 and satisfying

ReF(z)>0 (|z|<l), (2.4.2)

we hâve

^>0 (|,,<l). (2.4.3)

Proof. We first show that

<p(z)*\ «W
Re > 0 (|z| < 1). (2.4.4)

(p(z)*g(z)

The hypothesis (2.4.1) when a= — 1 implies that (p*g^0 for 0<|z|<l. Assume that
|a| 1 and a^ -1. Then we hâve

1 — (TZ 1 — (TZ

and henceby (2.4.1)

The left-hand member of this relation therefore takes no value on the imaginary axis,

but clearly has the value 1 at z=0. Therefore (2.4.4) follows.
Consider then F(z) satisfying (2.4.2). We may assume that |F(0)| 1, and we then
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hâve by the Herglotz formula

(2.4.5)

where fi is a probability mass on the unit circle Jand p and e~iy are uniquely déterminée
constants such that |jB| l, /?/ -1, and cosy>0(w ^y(l+j5z)/(l -z) maps |z|<l
onto Rew>0). Then

e"1' (cp * Fg) (z)=jq> (z) * g (z) lt^ d/x (cr)

r

1 — CZ

where Ha(0) 1 and by (2.4.4), Re#,(z)>0. Thus

where K(0)=l and Re^(z)>0, and the condition (2.4.3) follows immediately.

(2.5). Remark. It is easily seen from this lemma that the condition (2.4.1) implies
that ((p*Fg)/((p*g) takes only values in the convex hull of the range of Fforevery
analytic F.

We require next what is essentially a spécial case of theorem 2.2 (see [6]).

(2.6). LEMMA. Let h(z) be analytic in \z\<\ with /z(0) 0 and suppose that
there exist constants <x and /? with \a\ |/?| 1 such that

Re Ul - ocz) (1 - pz) -^V > 0 (|z| < 1). (2.6.1)

Then for every convex function (p(z)

<p(z)*A(z)#O (0<|z|<l). (2.6.2)

Proof By the Herglotz formula there exists y {\y\ 1) such that
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for \z\ < 1, where fi is a probability mass on the unit circle T. Thus

f

The expression in the first parenthèses cannot vanish for 0< \z\ < 1 by (1.6.2) and the

expression in the second parenthèses cannot vanish by (1.6.1). This proves the lemma.

(2.7). LEMMA. Let (p(z) be convex and g(z) starlike in |z|<l. Then for each

function F(z) analytic in \z\<\ and satisfying

ReF(z)>0 (|z|<l), (2.7.1)

we hâve

pFg)(z)>o

Proof. By lemma 2.4 it will be sufficient to show that

</>(z)*V^g(z)#0 (0<\z\<l) (2.7.3)
1 — (TZ

for every a and g satisfying |a| |a| 1. According to lemma 2.6 a sufficient condition
for this is that for each such a and a we find constants a, b and c with \a\ \b\ |c| 1

such that

Reia(l-bz)(l-cz)— ^^ > 0 (2.7.4)

in \z\ < 1. However it is clear from theorem 1.8 that such a relation holds, for if we set

b=<r, then c can be chosen c=e~(t* where — aa=e~it. By the maximum principle the

possibility of equality occurring in the theorem can be ignored by appropriate choice

of a.
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(2.8). We can now establish theorems 2.1 and 2.2. If/is close-to-convex, then for
a suitable starlike g, we hâve

zf'(z) g(z)F(z)
where ReF(z)>0. From (2.7.2) we obtain

0 (2.8.1)

and hence theorem 2.2 follows if we can show that cp * g is starlike, which is équivalent
to theorem 2.1. To do this we must establish the inequality

z ((o * i?y
Re -Az_5! > o (\z\ < 1). (2.8.2)

<P*g

Since g is starlike, Re[zg'(z)/g(z)]>0, and hence (2.8.2) follows from (2.7.2) on
putting F(z) zg'{z)jg{z). The two theorems are thus established.

(2.9). Remark. If we say "/is close to ^" when

then we hâve shown that cp * /is close to cp * \j/ for every ^ and \j/ convex with/close to i^.

3. Convolution of Functions Starlike of Order \
Somewhat surprisingly the structure of functions starlike of order \ is also pre-

served under convolutions.

(3.1). THEOREM. Ifç and \j/ are starlike of order \, then so is cp^.

(3.2). COROLLARY. The Hadamard product of two odd starlike functions is

starlike.

(3.3). THEOREM. Let cp and ij/ be starlike oforder \, and suppose thatfsatisfies

Then

Re<p*z/'(z)>o
cp*il/

and in particular cp*fis close-to-convex.
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(3.1) and (3.2) are of course équivalent and (3.2) may be preferred, since the odd
starlike functions hâve an immédiate geometrical interprétation. Theorem 3.3 can also

be expressed in terms of odd functions for natural geometrical classes.

(3.4). LEMMA. Leth(z) be analytic in \z\ < 1 withh(0) 0, andsuppose that there

exists p satisfying |J3| 1 such that

f h(z))Rem-j5z)-^y>0 (|z|<l). (3.4.1)

Then if(p(z) is starlike of order \
<p(z)*h(z)*0 (0<|z|<l). (3.4.2)

Proof. By the Herglotz formula we can write

-f
*'(0) J(l-erz)(l-jSz)

T

where |y| l, y^ — 1. Thus

The integrand lies in a half-plane not containing 0 by (1.6.2) and <p (0z) #0 (0 < \z\ < 1

so the lemma follows.

(3.5). LEMMA. Let (p and \j/ be starlike of order \. Then for eachfunction F(z)
satisfying

ReF(z)>0 (|z|<l) (3.5.1)

we hâve

(z).F(y(z)>0

/. By lemma 2.4 it will be sufficient to show that for every a and a satisfying
|a| |(r| l, we hâve

— 0Z
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By 3.4 this relation will be proved if for each such a and a we can find fi and a (\a\
|0| l)suchthat

^^O (|z|<l). (3.5.3)

Since \j/ (z) is starlike of order ^, it is immediately verified that for each a (|cr| 1 the
function

1 -az
is starlike, and hence if we apply theorem 1.8 to this function we obtain the required
relation (3.5.3).

(3.6). Theorem 3.3 will now follow from the previous lemma as soon as we hâve

established theorem 3.1. If cp and \j/ are starlike of order \ we hâve to show that

Rer>i
This follows immediately from lemma 3.5 on putting F(z)=z\l/'(z)/il/(z) and applying
remark 2.5.

4.A Subordination Theorem

The following subordination resuit was first conjectured by Wilf [13].

(4.1). THEOREM. Let q> and ij/ be convex in \z\<\ and suppose that f is sub-

ordinate to \j/. Then cp*fis subordinate to q>*ij/.

(4.2). LEMMA. If k{z) is convex and h(z) analytic, then h(z) is properly sub-

ordinate to k(z) if, and only if, for each <r(|cr| 1)

f'(Z) (|z|<l). (4.2.1)Re,. f,. ,>0 (|z|<l).
k(z) — h{oz)

Hère h{z) properly subordinate to k{z) means that h(z)=k(co(z)) where |co(z)|<|z|.
Proof. Suppose that h(z)=k(ca(z)) where |œ(z)|<|z|. If |zo|<|z|<l, then

zk' (z)
Rek(z)-k(z0)>0'
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and hence (4.2.1) is immédiate from the maximum principle. Conversely, if the condition

(4.2.1) holds, then it holds for every a such that |<t|< 1. Suppose that for some w,

k(z)^w, where w h(zl) and \zx\<\. Then if Iz-J^

zk'(z) _ zk'(z)

where <r=zl/z, so that \a\ < 1. Since k(z)^w, the maximum principle gives

k (z) - w

which is clearly false for z=0. Since also (4.2.1) implies that h(0) k(0), we deduce

that h is subordinate to k.
(4.3). Proofof Theorem 4.1. We may assume that/is properly subordinate to \J/.

We then hâve

Re

To prove the theorem we must show that

Re7

This is équivalent to

/ (z)

which follows from (4.3.1) and lemma 2.7.

5. Applications
(5.1). The de la Vallée Poussin means

The de la Vallée Poussin means of an analytic fonction/(z)=£;° anzn are given by

for «=1,2, Pôlya and Schoenberg [2] showed that thèse means are convex (starlike)
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whenever/is convex (starlike) (and conversely). In particular the polynomials

W
are convex on putting/(z) z(l — z)"1. This apparently weaker statement now implies
the full resuit, and furthermore the de la Vallée Poussin means of a close-to-convex

function are close-to-convex. In addition Pôlya and Schoenberg showed that Vn(z,f)
is subordinate to/for every convex/, and conjectured that in this case the stronger
subordination condition

K(z,f)<Vn+1(z,f) (« 1,2,...)

held. This follows from theorem 4.1 as soon as it is shown for the polynomials (5.1.2).

Pôlya and Schoenberg verified this case, although the proof was not given.

(5.2). Univalence of Partial Sums

Let Pn(z,f) dénote the nth partial sum of the analytic function/. If/is convex,
thenPn(z,/) is convex in \z\ <ru where rx is the radius of convexity of the polynomial
Pn(z) z+z2-\ hzn, and if/is close-to-convex, then Pn(z9f) is close-to-convex for
\z\ <rt. Again if r2 is the radius of close-to-convexity ofPn(z), then Pn (z,/) is close-to-

convex in \z\ <r2 for every convex/ Thèse results, which are sharp, hâve been obtained
elsewhere and the values of r± and r2 hâve been computed [7, 8],

It is also easy to show from our results that if /(z) is starlike of order £, then

(5-2.1)

and that, writing zg'(z)=f(z), the polynomials Pn(z, g) are close-to-convex in |z| < 1.

(5.3). The class M
Mis defined as the class of functions f(z) — z-\-a1z1 H— whose convolution with

an arbitrary convex function is schlicht. Clearly the members of M are schlicht and M
contains the class C of normalised close-to-convex functions. In [8] the following
resuit has been established for M.

THEOREM. Let Ai and A2 be continuous linear functionals on the space s# of
functions analytic in the dise, and suppose that A2^0 on M. Let Co dénote the class of
functions h(z) which hâve theform
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where either (a) x^y and |x| |j| l, or (b) x=y and \x\^l. Then for each feM
there exists heC0 such thaï

AJ Alh
(512)

In case (a) h (z) maps the dise onto the plane eut along a half-line, and in case (b) h (z)
has the form z(l— xz)'1 where |x|<l. Co is therefore a subclass of the fonctions
convex in one direction. The theorem in particular holds for C and provides considérable

information on the structure of thèse functions. The theorem also implies that
M lies in the closed convex hull of Co in the locally convex linear topological space
s/. This follows immediately from gênerai séparation theorems (see e.g. [1] page 119).

On the other hand there are members of M not in C [9]. It would be very interesting to
completely characterise M either geometrically or by means ofa gênerai représentation
formula. The above theorem would appear to provide a basic method of attack on
this problem and strongly suggests that M lies "very close" to C.

(5.4). It is to be hoped that the results and methods of this paper hâve other
deeper applications than the simple ones which we hâve mentioned hère. Also it is

surely the case that there are many classes closed with respect to convolution, and
when thèse hâve a specifically geometrical characterisation interesting information
may resuit. We conclude by pointing out the following simple extension of theorems
2.1 and 2.2.

THEOREM. Let \j/ be convex and suppose that for afunctionff'jil/' takes ail its
values in a convex domain D. Then for every convex cp,

<P*zf
(p*zi//f

takes ail its values in D.
This follows immediately from lemma 2.7 and remark 2.5. In particular if Ka

dénotes the class of close-to-convex functions/for which there exists a convex ij/ such

that

arg

where 0<a^l, thmf€Ka=>f*q>eKa for every convex q>. The class Ka has a simple

geometrical characterisation (see [4]).
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Corrigendum to:

On the homology of central group extensions IL The exact séquence in the gênerai case.

In the printed version of this paper (Comment. Math. Helv. 47 (1972), 171-178)
the bibliography was omitted. It should hâve appeared as follows :
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